contain a factor lengthening the gap between appearthe most prominent of these morphogenetic movements ance of string RNA and entry into mitosis. This delay is the formation of the ventral furrow, which brings the involves a subtle titration of string activity, since it can mesoderm anlage into the interior of the embryo. Howbe shortened by addition of two more copies of the ever, it is also during gastrulation that cell division restring region raising the copy number of string to four sumes. During this time mitosis occurs in an asynchro-(see Experimental Procedures). Under these conditions nous manner separated in at least 25 domains (Foe, the ventral cells divide at about the same time as the 1989). This asynchrony allows morphogenesis and cell cells of domains 1 to 3 ( Figure 1D ), which matches the division to occur simultaneously in different regions of string RNA pattern more closely than it does in wildtype embryos. Only the mitosis in domain 10 is shifted in these experiments, the order of the other mitotic do- that ventral cells contain a dosage-sensitive factor, the ventral inhibitor, that counteracts string activity and that To examine more stringently whether the factor counthe delay of mitosis in domain 10 of wild-type embryos teracting string is specific for ventral cells, we expressed is due to this factor. exogeneous string RNA at the same level in all cells of the embryo, using a UAS-String transgene driven by a maternally provided Gal4 in embryos otherwise homozyTwo Zygotic Genes Are Required for the Ventral Inhibitor gous for a string deletion. Four copies of maternally provided Gal4 produced high levels of string activity, In order to identify components that constitute the ventral inhibitor, we performed a genome-wide screen indicated by the uniform entry of all cells into mitosis immediately at the beginning of gastrulation (Figures (Mü ller et al., 1999) for loci that are required for a delayed mitosis in domain 10. By screening 99% of the genome, 2A-2C). In these embryos ventral furrow formation is inhibited, confirming the observations by Edgar and we identified two novel loci, frü hstart and tribbles. In embryos deficient for either of these genes, cells in the O'Farrell (1990). Using females with three or two Gal4 insertions, expression of string was gradually lowered.
ventral domain are the first to enter mitosis, such that their pattern of string RNA expression and the mitotic This shifted the onset of mitosis to a time when the first mitoses normally occur in wild-type embryos. Under pattern match each other ( Figures 3A-3D ). The order of the other mitotic domains is not altered, suggesting that these conditions differences in the behavior of the cells become apparent. In spite of the uniform string expresfrs and trbl act specifically in the ventral cells. The double mutant frs trbl shows the same phenotype as the sion, the ventral cells undergoing cell shape changes to form the ventral furrow enter mitosis later than the single mutants ( Figures 3D and 3H ), suggesting that frs and trbl are nonredundant genes in a common process. other cells ( Figure 2D ). This special behavior of the ventral cells is not observed in string heterozygous embryos As a consequence of the early mitosis, the mesodermal precursors remain on the surface and do not form which have endogeneous as well as exogeneous string RNA ( Figure 2E ). We conclude from these experiments a proper ventral furrow (Figures 3E-3H ). This defect is (Figures 5D-5F ). To test the significance of this expression pattern, we expressed trbl RNA unidomain. We therefore suggest that an additional factor may control activation of Trbl protein in the ventral cells. formly with a UAS-trbl driven by a maternal Gal4. When supplied in this manner, exogeneous trbl RNA can restore the mitotic delay and the ventral furrow defect
The Ventral Inhibitor Depends on Mesodermal Programming observed in homozygous mutant deficiency embryos. This confirms that trbl is the only gene in the 77CD
In embryos mutant for either snail or twist, no ventral furrow forms and cells are shifted to more lateral fates region that is required for the mitotic delay in domain One possible mechanism would be that the cell shape it appears only at the beginning of cellularization when the rapid nuclear divisions stop. We microinjected large changes triggered by mesodermal programming might in some way activate trbl. Although no downstream amounts of synthetic trbl mRNA into the posterior half of the embryos, followed the subsequent nuclear divisions, genes are known that totally block these cell shape changes, two pathways have been identified that show and fixed the embryos before reaching gastrulation. In addition, the progression of the cell cycle after injection less severe effects than snail itself. The Fog/Concertina pathway coordinates apical constriction of cells in the was recorded in embryos that express a GFP-Histon fusion protein which labels interphase and mitotic chroventral furrow (Costa et al., 1994), and RhoGEF2 is required for their apical flattening (Barrett et al., 1997; mosomes (data not shown). The nuclei at the injection site do not participate in the last mitosis (13th division) Hä cker and Perrimon, 1997). We examined the mitotic pattern in embryos mutant for each pathway. In both resulting in larger nuclei and lower density at the injection site (Figure 7 , 17 out of 29 embryos scored). As a cases, the mitotic pattern showed the same delay as in wild-type, indicating that, despite the abnormal cell negative control for this assay, we injected mRNA of the unrelated serine-threonine protein kinase Pelle. This shape changes in these mutants, the ventral inhibitor is still activated (Figures 6D and 6E) . To test whether we did not inhibit mitosis (34 embryos scored). We have shown above that presence of trbl alone is not sufficient can inhibit mitosis by ectopic cell shape changes outside the ventral region, we induced apical flattening of to inhibit mitosis and that it requires an additional trigger reduction of maternal string RNA is sufficient to ensure a pause in mitosis during cellularization. On the other hand, exogeneous string expression driven by a maternal Gal4 driver did not result in an additional round of mitosis during cellularization (unpublished observations), suggesting that a factor other than string degradation may contribute to the mitotic block observed in early cycle 14 embryos. Given its expression pattern and activity in the injection assay, that other factor might , 1993) . We propose that the Wee1 pathway may During gastrulation in Drosophila, the main trigger for also be present in Drosophila and that this pathway mitosis is string expression. string is transcribed in a constitutes the ventral mitotic inhibitor revealed in our spatial pattern controlled by the anterior-posterior and experiments. A homolog of Wee1 is known to be exdorsoventral patterning systems (Edgar et al., 1994) . pressed in the early Drosophila embryo, but its physioExpression of string RNA in a given domain precedes logical function has yet to be characterized in detail mitosis by a few minutes. By analyzing the exception (Campbell et al., 1995) . Intriguingly, Trbl is closely related to this rule, domain 10 on the ventral side at the embryo, to Nim1. However, there are two important differences we uncovered an additional mode of regulation that is between Trbl and Nim1. First, whereas Nim1 activates not based on transcription. Although string is expressed mitosis by inhibiting the negative regulator Wee1, Trbl in these cells, they do not divide until they are internalactivity inhibits mitosis. Second, unlike the kinase Nim1, ized. This delay depends on the activity of the frs and Trbl is a nonfunctional kinase. It is therefore possible trbl genes and is restricted to the ventral furrow, even that a true functional homolog of Nim1 exists in Drothough trbl RNA is also present outside of this domain sophila and that the closely related Trbl protein comand the trbl mutation can be rescued by uniform exogepetes or interferes with the action of this functional kineous expression. This suggests that trbl activity is trignase on Wee1. In this way Trbl activity would lead to gered by an input which is present only in the ventral the activation of Wee1 and thus inhibition of Cdc2 and furrow region. mitosis. Given its early strong expression at the onset of cycle It is not known how Nim1 is activated in yeast cells. 14, it is possible that trbl has a function earlier in develDuring Drosophila gastrulation, however, we know that opment as well. For example, trbl may function reduntrbl activity depends on Snail, the trigger for ventral dantly with the degradation of maternal string RNA to furrow formation. We propose two models for how Trbl induce the transition from rapid nuclear divisions to the might be activated in the ventral furrow region. In the cellularization program. We only rarely see 
